
Design 

System design is key. It forms the very foundation that determines the actual resulting 

functionality and system capabilities.  It influences the ease and integration of a system’s 

connectivity to third party products and services and dictates future expansion.  Design is integral 

to execution, efficiency and effectivity.  Our design services include:

• The  product ion  o f  out l ine  systems  des igns

• The  product ion  o f  fu l l  tender  spec i f i cat ions

• Des ign  rev iews  and  ver i f i cat ion

We believe that the time and experience put in to the technical system design from the outset of a 

project, new build or refit, is what sets the final system apart from both an end user’s and 

maintenance perspective.  Working with the numerous parties and addressing complex 

integrations issues from the beginning will ensure that the system design is engineered to work for 

the project in hand and any requirements or confinements that may bring.  Time well spent at the 

outset of a project carefully engineering and optimising the system infrastructure, working with 

Owner’s teams to gain true understanding of the functionality required and addressing issues such 

as technology, integration, expansion, power consumption, heat output and the impact on interior 

design, leads to smoother operation, reduced trouble shooting and above all,  functionality and 

reality matching expectations.

GUI Design

In addition to system architecture and engineering, we also offer a number of design services 

related to programming.  Our specialist programmers are qualified and certified across numerous 

control platforms, IT, Comms and audio and video systems.  We place a huge emphasis on the 

importance of GUI design and working with customers to ensure that the control interfaces work 

to their specific needs, can be customised if needed and are needed.  
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